Paul Jackson- Watercolorist:
A prolific artist and ambitious world traveler, Paul Jackson is one of today’s most versatile and visible
contemporary watercolorists. Whether his subject is landscape, cityscape, portrait, architecture, still life
or abstract, Paul captivates his audience with genuine emotion, intensity and finesse that energize each
of his creations.
Jackson is the author of Painting Spectacular Light Effects in Watercolor, from North Light Books and The
Wandering Watercolorist, from Chameleon Press 2013.
Honored by the American Watercolor Society with signature membership at the age of 30, Paul is also a
Signature member of the National Watercolor Society and an Honor Member of the Missouri
Watercolor Society.
4 – Day Workshop Description
As the sun slips below the horizon and the electric lights begin to illuminate the shadows, dramatic
lighting conditions occurs all around. Darkness and the edges of night are a playground for painters with
an adventurous spirit. Paul invites you to join him in exploring the night in watercolor! He will
demonstrate painting a dramatic scene with night lighting as he guides you through, illustrating the
principles of design, color, value, composition and the mechanics of watercolor. You may choose to
follow along and work on the same image, or work from your own collection of images.
Suggested Materials List:
Paper - 2 sheets of Arches watercolor paper, 140lb, 260lb (aka 156 lb cold press/356gsm) or 300lb cold
press. Paul will demonstrate on a 1/2 sheet (20x26") of 260lb.
Painting board - large enough to fit 1/2 sheet of paper.
Palette - Paul uses the Quiller palette, but any large watercolor palette will do.
Water containers - at least 2
Paper Towels
Brushes - 3 Round watercolor brushes, pick a small, medium and large, 2” flat wash brush, 1 small cheap
brush for masking fluid.
Masking fluid
Any other watercolor supplies you normally use. (such as; kneaded eraser, exacto knife, sketching
pencil, masking tape, etc...)
Paint -Bring the paints you normally use. Paul will be using the Paul Jackson Signature Watercolor Paint
Set by Da Vinci Paint, including - Electric Lemon, Masters Yellow, Marigold, Submarine Yellow, Sienna
Fire, International Orange, Cowbell, Fireball, Kathmandu Alizarin , Portrait Pink, Rockstar Pink, Cabernet,
Deep Purple, Deep Dark Blue, Ultramarine Dream, Jackson Blue, Ocean, Bora Bora Turquoise, Envy
*Matching colors from other professional brands will suffice.*

